17th International p53 Workshop
8-12 July 2017

First time in Singapore in its 30 years history, and will have around 350-400 participants from around the world.

Submit your abstract, register and join us in Singapore

Topics: The workshop will cover the latest developments in not only p53, but also its family members p63/p73. It aims to bring together scientists in these fields around the world to present and discuss novel basic, translational and clinical research. We hope that the advanced understanding of p53 will contribute to improved diagnosis and therapy of many types of cancers.

Provisional Accepted International speakers: Arnold LEVINE; Laura ATTARDI; Giovanni BLANDINO; Gerard EVAN; Wei GU; Pierre HAINAUT; Curtis HARRIS; Ygal HAUPT; Sonia LAIN; Scott LOWE; Gigi LOZANO; Xin LU; David MALKIN; Gerry MELINO; Moshe OREN; Carol PRIVES; Michael RESNICK; Varda ROTTER; Andreas STRASSER; Karen VOUSDEN; Klas WIMAN; Gerard ZAMBETTI

Provisional Accepted National Speakers:
David LANE; Kanaga SABAPATHY; Chandra VERMA; Koji ITAHANA; Daniela RHODES

Deadline for abstract and early-bird registration 11 March 2017
Visit our website at www.p53singapore2017.com